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Ancient World Civilizations 

History 140 section 2405 Fall 2014 

Fridays 9:30 AM-12:40PM Room Soc. Sci. 212 

Prehistory-1600 CE/AD 

Instructor: E. Pacas 

Contact information: 

epacas@elcamino.edu 

Office Art Bldg 320 

Office hours TBA 
Course Syllabus: 

 
History 140 (formerly History 3) 

History of Early Civilizations 

3 units; 3 hours lecture 

Recommended Preparation: eligibility for English 1A 

Credit, degree applicable Transfer CSU, UC 

 

This course is a survey of the political, economic, social, and cultural development of World 

Civilizations from the origins of these complex cultures in the Neolithic era to the emergence 

of the West in the fifteenth century. Topics include the early civilizations of the Near East, 

Egypt, India, China, the Americas, Greece, and Rome. 

 

Course objectives: 

1. Assess the significance of agriculture in the development of complex cultures and identify 

the major characteristics of early agricultural societies.  

2. Analyze the impact of geographical features in the formation and evolution of early 

civilizations of the Near East, Egypt, South Asia, China, and the Americas.  

3. Compare and contrast the political, religious, economic, and social institutions of early 

civilizations of the Near East, Egypt, South Asia, China, and the Americas.  

4. Assess the role of Nomadic societies in the development of early agricultural civilizations.  

5. Discuss the major characteristics of the Classical Era and identify what distinguishes it 

from earlier historical periods.  

6. Identify and analyze the ways Classical civilizations of the Near East, South Asia, China, 

and the Mediterranean maintained or transformed earlier institutions and traditions.  

7. Examine the various ways in which cultural encounters occurred and identify significant 

cross-cultural exchanges that took place during the Classical Era.  

8. Compare the major legacies of Classical civilizations in the Near East, South Asia, China, 

and the Mediterranean.  

9. Identify the major characteristics of the Post-Classical era and discuss what distinguishes it 

from earlier historical periods.  

10. Assess the contributions of earlier civilizations to the development of the Post-Classical 

societies of Medieval Europe, the Byzantine Empire, and the Islamic Empire.  

11. Analyze the political, economic, social, and cultural evolution of South Asian and 

Chinese civilizations in the Post-Classical era.  

12. Evaluate the spread of South Asian culture throughout the Indian Ocean Basin and the 

spread of Chinese culture in East Asia.  

13. Explain and analyze the origins, basic beliefs, and diffusions of the world’s major 
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religious traditions: Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam.  

14. Identify and assess the major legacies of Post-Classical civilizations in the Near East, 

Africa, South Asia, China, and Europe. 

 

Student Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of History of Early Civilizations, 

students will be able to develop and persuasively argue a historical thesis in a written 

assignment that identifies and explains major social, economic, political and/or cultural 

historical themes or patterns in the history of Early Civilizations and apply appropriate 

historical methods to analyze and use primary and/or secondary sources as evidence to 

support the thesis. 
 

ADA Statement: El Camino College is committed to providing educational accommodations 

for students with disabilities upon the timely request by the student to the instructor. A 

student with a disability, who would like to request an academic accommodation, is 

responsible for identifying herself/himself to the instructor and to the Special Resources 

Center. To make arrangements for academic accommodations, contact the Special Resources 

Center. 

 

Class attendance/participation: 

Because of the time constraint we will have to cover plenty of material each week so 

class attendance and participation are extremely important. If there is an emergency 

that will force you to miss a class please call or email with enough time to let me 

know that you will be absent.  Please refer to online website or El Camino College 

Catalog (pg. 11) for add/drop policy of El Camino College. 

 
Attendance during semester (El Camino College policy pg. 11 in college catalog) 
Students are expected to attend their classes regularly. Students 

who miss the first class meeting or who are not in regular attendance 

during the add period for the class may be dropped by the 

instructor. Students whose absences from a class exceed 10% of 

the scheduled class meeting time may be dropped by the instructor. 

However, students are responsible for dropping a class within 

the deadlines published in the class schedule. Students who 

stop attending but do not drop may still be retained on the course 

roster and receive a failing grade. Students may view their registration 

status using the college’s website. 

 

Required Textbooks: 

 

Armesto, Felipe. Civilization: Culture, Ambition, & the Transformation of Nature. 

ISBN 978-0743202497 
 

Lewis, David. God’s Crucible: Islam and the Making of Europe 570-1215. 

ISBN 978-0-393-06472-8 
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Assignments, tests, due dates, and grades: 

 

All assignments should be typed, double spaced, 12 font (times new roman), printed 

and turned in at the beginning of class!!!! That means you have them printed out 

and ready to hand in first thing class begins!!!!!!!!  

 

***READ: 15 minutes passed the beginning of class assignment will be considered 

late and will not be accepted!!!! I will not accept emailed assignments!!!!!**** 

 

Class resource website: http://www.schoolrack.com/edpac13/ 
 

Tests: 

We will have a grand total of 3 tests throughout the semester each one worth 50 points. 

Each test consists of multiple choice, true or false questions, and an in class critical 

thinking essay assignment based on any of the following: lectures, documentaries 

watched in class, weekly assigned readings, or in class reading material supplied by 

instructor. You will need a small blue book for the written part of the test and are 

responsible for writing (legibly) a minimum of 3 pages (only front) or (1 ½ front and 

back) response to a question supplied by instructor. For each of these tests you will be 

responsible for supplying your own scantron (form 882-E) and small blue book. 

Tests will be held on the following dates: 

Test #1- 9/26/14, #2-11/7/14, #3-12/12/14  

  

Primary Source Evaluation Assignments: These assignments are worth 75 points 

each. 

You will be responsible for turning in 2 primary source analysis assignments throughout 

the semester. These are some websites that have online primary source documents but 

make sure you check with me concerning your source if you are not certain whether it is 

a primary source or a secondary source and how to cite it using Turabian format. 

 

Ancient History Sourcebook, or the Medieval History Sourcebook website links East 

Asian History Sourcebook, and Islam History Sourcebook are all acceptable. 

Ancient- http://www.fordham.edu/Halsall/ancient/asbook.asp 

Medieval- http://www.fordham.edu/Halsall/sbook.asp 

East Asian- http://www.fordham.edu/Halsall/eastasia/eastasiasbook.asp 

Islam- http://www.fordham.edu/Halsall/islam/islamsbook.asp 

India- http://www.fordham.edu/Halsall/india/indiasbook.asp 

 

* feel free to use any of the other links provided on these sites so long as they keep 

with the relevant time frame of the class which is- prehistory-1600 CE/AD. 

 

You will draft a minimum of 2 page analysis of the document using the following 

guidelines. Make sure to include in your analysis a well thought out critical argument that 

addresses some of the important issues discussed throughout the course for example- the 

role and influence played by socio-economics, gender, race, political affiliations, etc. in 

influencing the author’s interpretation/perception(s) on the issue discussed. (Please keep 
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in mind that the more controversial the topic you pick the easier it will be to address the 

following questions). 

 

 

Please follow the following guidelines below for this assignment. Please enumerate 

your sections. 

 

1. At the top of page you will provide a bibliographical entry for the primary source 

using the Kate Turabian/Chicago Manual Style format.  

Please refer to the following link: 

http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/turabian/turabian_citationguide.html 

2. Give a brief synopsis/summary (approx. 1/4 page length) of what the source is 

about or discusses. 

3. Analyze the importance/relevance of the source to history. Analyze the 

importance/relevance of source to our course. Example: How does the source deal 

with social, cultural, racial, gender, economic, and/or political themes/issues that 

have been discussed in class? 

4. Analyze the bias of the source to the issue that it intends to address. For example 

is the author looking at the argument objectively or does the author have their 

own agenda in presenting their argument? 

5. Analyze how it influences the interpretation or (re-interpretation) of the historical 

narrative. Example: when the source is factored into a conventional narrative does 

it debunk the previous theory/thesis? When the source is factored into the 

narrative is the narrative made more complex because of the different factors that 

now need to be analyzed? 

Due Dates: #1 due 10/3/14 and #2 due 10/24/14 

 

Analytical Essay Proposal (Assignment): Worth 50 points 

Important-this assignment must be completed using Power Point.  

The following guidelines must be followed in order to get the full credit. In four pages 

(four slides per page) you will be responsible for drafting 14 slides total. 

Slide 1- you must draft an analytical question based on weekly readings, in class 

readings, documentaries, and/or lectures and discussions. 

Slide 2- a brief response to the question. 

Slide 3- using the first two slides draft a thesis statement that will let your reader know 

what you are intending to argue or analyze and how you will support your argument. 

(Your thesis statement should not exceed 1 sentence length). 

Slide 4- Point of support #1 (Think of this as a blanket argument that you are making. 

The subsections will further break down this major argument into corresponding smaller 

categories, issues, etc. 

Slide 5-subsection 1 for point of support #1 

Slide 6- subsection 2 for point of support #1 

Slide 7- Point of support #2 

Slide 8- subsection 1 for point of support #2 

Slide 9- subsection 2 for point of support #2 

Slide 10- Point of support #3 

http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/turabian/turabian_citationguide.html
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Slide 11- subsection 1 for point of support #3 

Slide 12-subsection 2 for point of support #3 

Slide 13- Conclusion- idea of thesis/argument restated (feel free to elaborate your 

argument in this section. 

Slide 14- Turabian style bibliography that includes a minimum of 2 primary and 3 

secondary sources. 

Due date for outline: 11/14/14 

 

Critical Thinking Essay Assignment: worth 150 points 

You will be responsible for writing a critical thinking essay based on lectures, class 

discussions, documentaries, assigned weekly readings, and/or in class readings and the 

proposal you turned in previously. This essay should follow all the guidelines previously 

discussed concerning all written assignments for class so it should be typed, double 

spaced, 12 font Times New Roman, should include a Turabian style bibliography (not 

work cited but bibliography), but also it needs to include a minimum of 3 and a 

maximum of 5 quotes with corresponding footnote citations in the Turabian format. You 

do not need to include a title page or a title however. Essays will be due at the beginning 

of class and will not be accepted if they are late (refer to late assignment policy 

mentioned above).  Essay is supposed to be a minimum of 5-8 pages. Make sure that you 

are analytical in your argument and that you provide solid support for your arguments. 

Make sure to include any relevant discourse in your analysis including but not limited to 

socio-economic class issues, race issues, ancient or medieval imperialism, world-systems, 

gender issues, etc.  

Due date: 12/5/2014 

 

The class grade is based on a point system.   

500-425  = A 

424-350  = B 

349-275  = C 

274-200  = D 

199-0      = F 

 

IMPORTANT***IMPORTANT***IMPORTANT***IMPORTANT*** 

 

**Please read these strictly enforced guidelines: Absolutely no 

late assignments!!! All assignments are due at the beginning of 

class and are considered late 15 minutes after class begins!!!! I 

will not accept papers that are emailed.  Please allow time and 

flexibility so that you can solve any problems that might arise.  

*** Absolutely no cell phone use allowed in class!!! Turn cell 

phones off before class begins. 

***Do not use your computer while class is in session!!!! 

If you need to record lectures please check with me first. 
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Week 1: 8/25/14-8/29/14 

Evolution of man and early human beings in Europe: Homo Hiedelbergensis, 

Neanderthals, Denisovans, and Cro-magnon (modern humans) 

Hunter-gatherer communities 

Sedentary societies 

Civilizations 

 

Community organizations and definitions: 

Clan 

Tribe 

Kingdom 

Empire 

World Systems 

 

Migrations and Invasions plus interregional contact: 

Migrations 

Invasions 

Trade relations –world systems old and new (ancient, medieval, early modern) 

 

Bodies of water as borders: 

Oceans 

Rivers-limes 

Seas 

Lakes 

 

Bodies of water as highways of interregional contact: 

Oceans 

Seas 

Rivers 

Lakes 

 

Geography, Climate, and Topography as barriers/borders: 

Climate changes –Dry seasons, Wet seasons, Ice Age, Monsoons, Melting Ice 

Mountains 

Deserts- ice and sand 

Jungles 

Steppes 

Savannahs 

Valleys 

 

Geography and Topography as conduits for interregional co ntact: 

Mountain passes 

Steppe caravans 

Valleys and migratory routes  
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Week 2: 9/1/14-9/5/14 

Technology: 

Neolithic technology-obsidian, flint, antler, bone, and sinew 

Neolithic agricultural revolution 

The Atlatl 

The bow 

Making fire (Otzi) 

The copper age 

The Bronze age- the miracle of copper, tin and alloys 

The Iron age- why iron is better than bronze 

Metal and farming-food production revolutions in Europe 

 

Weekly readings:  

Armesto- Introduction pgs. 11-35, Ch. 1-2 pgs. 39-76 

 

Week 3: (9/8/14-9/12/14) 

Military technology: 

The re-curve bow 

Equestrian technology the steppe nomad 

Bronze Age weapons and armor 

Iron Age weapons and armor 

Whistling arrows 

The sword and sabre 

Gun powder 

Conquest, tactics, and technology (Greeks vs. Persians, Macedonians vs. Greeks, Romans 

vs. Greeks, Romans vs. Hannibal, Romans vs. Celts, Germans, and Huns, Turks vs. 

Europeans, Mongols vs. the world, Spanish vs. Native American Empires) 

 

Weekly readings: 

Lewis- Preface, Ch. 1 and Ch. 2. 

 

Week 4: (9/15/14-9/19/14) 

Ancient Civilizations: 

Anatolia-Gobleki Tepe & Catal Huyuk 

Mesopotamians-Sumeria 

Egyptians 

Harappa and Indus Valley Civilizations 

The Cyclades 

The Minoans 

The Mycenaeans 

The Americas 

Xia Dynasty 

 

Weekly readings: 

Lewis- Ch.3, Ch. 4 
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Week 5: (9/22/14-9/26/14) 

Ancient Empires: 

The Shang and Zhou Dynasties 

Warring States and the conquest/rise of the Qin Empire 

Egypt and the Nes (Hittites) 

Achaemenid Persia 

Athens and Sparta 

Macedonia 

Carthage 

Rome 

The Ancient Empires of the Americas 

 

Weekly readings:  

Armesto- Ch. 3-4 pgs. 79-117, Ch. 7-8 pgs. 173-225 

Lewis- Ch.5, Ch. 6 

 

Week 6 (9/29/14-10/3/14)  

Ancient Trade and Ancient World Systems: 

Catal Huyuk, Egypt, Cyprus, and Mesopotamia-obsidian, flint, lapis lazuli 

Tin and the Bronze Age Trade (Egypt, Cyprus, Minoan Civilization and Mycenae, Troy, 

and the Tin Islands (Britain) 

Iron, horses, and the Hittites-The Trojan War 

Europe and China, India, and Silk-Birth of the marine silk trade 

 

Weekly readings: 

Lewis- Ch. 7 

 

Week 7: (10/6/14-10/10/14) 

Ancient Religions: 

Spirits of earth, water, and air Shamanism 

Egyptian pantheon 

Gilgamesh 

The Indo Aryans and Hinduism 

Ancestor Worship 

Tengra 

Olympian gods 

Celtic gods 

Germanic/Nordic pantheon 

Judaism 

Zoroaster 

Christianity 

Islam 

 

Week 8: (10/13/14-10/17/14) 

Ancient Empires in crisis: 

Persian vs. Greece 
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The Hellenistic Empire after Alexander and Rome 

The Roman Empire and its barbarian peoples-the collapse of the Roman Limes-

Romanized Barbarians and Barbaric Romans 

 

Weekly readings:  

Armesto pgs. 253-271, pgs. 289-298, and Ch. 14 347-376. 

Lewis- Ch. 8, 9,& 10  

 

Week 9: (10/20/14-10/24/14) 

Rise of the Medieval World and Medieval World Systems: 

The Later Han and the Hsiung Nu/Xioung Nu diaspora 

The Huns, Goths, and Romans 

The Sacking of Rome by Alaric 

The Frozen Rhine and collapse of Roman Limes 

Recalling troops to defend a dying empire birth of -Romano-Arthurian times 

Attila, Odoacer, Theodoric, and birth of Medieval Europe 

Vandals, Ostrogoths, Franks, and the Byzantines 

Visigoths vs. Franks 

Birth of England end of Romano British (Arthurian) era 

Geats, Lombards, Bulgars, Gok Turks, Avars, and other new tribes 

 

Weekly readings: 

Lewis- Ch. 11, 12, & 13 

 

Week 10: (10/27/14-10/31/14) 

The Carolingian Period 

The Khazars 

The Muslims and the Caliphate 

Al Andalus and the remnants of the Visigoths Asturias and Leon 

Birth of the Viking Age 

The Magyars 

The Rus 

 

Weekly readings: 

Lewis- Ch. 14 & 15 

 

Week 11: (11/3/14-11/7/14) 

From Vikings to Normans 

The Steppes in motion Pechenegs, Kara Khitai, Volga Bulgars, and Old Khazaria 

The Twilight of Al Andalus 

Norman invasions England, France, and Sicily 

The Cid and the Reconquista 

The Saljuqs/Seljuks 

Byzantium in crisis-Manzikert 

The First Crusade 

Al Moravids 
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Weekly readings: 

Armesto pgs. 302-315 

Lewis- Ch.16 (end) 

 

Week 12 (11/10/14-11/14/14) 

Saladin and Richard the Lion heart 

Failures of the Crusades 

Battle of the Las Navas de Tolosa 

England invasion of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales 

From Ottonian Francia to France 

The Mongols 

Mamluks and Ottomans 

 

Weekly readings:  

Armesto Ch. 13 pgs. 323-346 

 

 

Week 13: (11/17/14-11/21/14) 

The plague 

Europe fragmented 

The Hundred Years War 

The Reconquista of Spain 

Fall of Constantinople 

Birth of Age of Exploration 

Europe and the Americas 

Europe and Asia 

European Renaissance 

The Protestant Reformation 

European-American Empires 

European Asian Colonies 

Early Modern World Systems 

 

Weekly readings: Armesto Ch. 15,16,&17 pgs. 379-452 

 

 

Week 14: (11/24/14-11/28/14) No Class-Holiday 

 

Week 15: (12/1/14-12/5/14) 

Slavery and Slave Trade 

Agrarian global economies 

Birth of North/South dynamic 

Shifting power from East to West 

Export oriented economies and the making of the ‘West’ 

Systems of Justification 

Tools of Social Control 
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The world as “Black” and “White” Race and racism in World History 

The legacy of European colonialism 

Mercantilism, early capitalism, early industrial revolution(s), exploitation and socio-

economic class 

Indentured servants and slaves 

The making of the modern world 

 

 

 

Week 16 (8/11/14-8/14/14) FINALS 

Class struggles in early colonial America 

Coveting China, its resources, and markets 

Qing Dynasty 

Tokugawa Isolationism 

Mughal India and the zamindars 

 

 


